Directions to Institute

Address:
FU Berlin, Institute of Pharmacy,
Kelchstraße 31
12169 Berlin
(District: Steglitz)

Arrival by plane (either “Berlin-Tegel” in the Northeast (most frequently used) or “Berlin-Schönefeld” in the Southeast)

Arrival at airport Berlin-Tegel:

  Follow the signs to the bus station, take bus X9 or 109; exit “Jakob-Kaiser-Platz” (2nd stop with X9, 3rd stop with 109) and take the underground line U7 (direction "Rudow"); exit “Yorkstraße” and take the city train (S-Bahn) into direction south. There are two alternatives:
  • S25 (direction "S Lichterfelde-Süd" or "S Teltow Stadt"): exit “to Südende” and take right on Steglitzer Damm. The 2nd street on the left hand side is Kelchstr.
  • S2 (direction "S Lichtenrade"): exit “to Attilastraße” and take right on Steglitzer Damm. The 1st street on the right hand side is Kelchstr.

- By taxi (~30 min; ~25,- Euro)
  Kelchstraße 31 is located in Steglitz, a small side street of Steglitzer Damm nearby S-Bahn stop "Attilastraße".
  Examples of taxi services in Berlin:
  Taxi Funk: +49-(0)30-44 33 22
  Funk-Taxi: +49-(0)30-26 10 26
  Wuerfelfunk: 0800 - 222 22 55 (freecall)

Arrival by train (either at “Hauptbahnhof” or “Südkreuz”)

Arrival at Hauptbahnhof (~40 min)
Take a bus or an S-Bahn to “U+S Friedrichstr. Bhf”; then there are two alternatives:
  • S25 (direction "S Lichterfelde-Süd" or "S Teltow Stadt"): exit “to Südende” and take right on Steglitzer Damm. The 2nd street on the left hand side is Kelchstr.
  • S2 (direction "S Lichtenrade"): exit “to Attilastraße” and take right on Steglitzer Damm. The 1st street on the right hand side is Kelchstr.

Arrival at Südkreuz (~20 min):
There are two alternatives:
  • S25 (direction "S Lichterfelde-Süd" or "S Teltow Stadt"): exit “to Südende” and take right on Steglitzer Damm. The 2nd street on the left hand side is Kelchstr.
  • S2 (direction "S Lichtenrade"): exit “to Attilastraße” and take right on Steglitzer Damm. The 1st street on the right hand side is Kelchstr.

Arrival from Rathaus Steglitz:
take Bus 282 (direction: Mariendorf, Dardanellenweg), exit: Hünefeldzeile. On the other side of the street, the 1st street on the left hand side is Kelchstr.
The Institute is the old brick stone building at the very end of the street. Pass through the gate, cross the parking lot and take the entrance with the stairs. The meeting room of Dept. Clinical Pharmacy & Biochemistry is on the 2nd floor (room 221).